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As this second edition goes to press, Wills is moving to its fourth home during its 168-year history. Thus, it is an exciting time and perhaps fitting that this second edition is being published as this transition is being made. In the first edition, we pointed out how many artists have focused on the eye as almost a theme in many of their paintings. Eye disorders, as a matter of fact, can be traced to artists such as Monet who developed cataracts. During the development of these cataracts, his portrayal, for example, of the Japanese footbridge at his home in Giverny, changed considerably.

What has not changed, however, is the importance of visual illustrations of eye diseases. Since our first edition, it has now become quite common to store these images on computer disks, which facilitates storage and organization of the material. As these changes take place, Wills medical staff continues to contribute to the literature and to the collection of photographs in our archives. The second edition of this Atlas contains 11 chapters and over 1400 illustrations, which cover ocular conditions from the front of the eye to the back. As before, we have developed a CD-ROM version of the Atlas complete with animation and voice over, which has been expanded from the first edition.


We hope that readers will find this second effort a helpful resource.
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Real World Windows 8 Development (The Expert's Voice in Windows 8)Apress, 2013

	Real World Windows 8 Development is a developer’s handbook - an essential guide to building complete, end-user ready Windows 8 applications on the XAML and C# programming stack from start to finish. Starting with Windows 8 basics and walking through practical aspects of building your Windows 8...
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Lightwave 3D Character AnimationWordware Publishing, 2004
This book is for anyone who has ever had a character in their heart that they’ve wanted to bring to life with as much fluidity, power, and grace as can be seen in the best animated feature films. This is a book for anyone who has wanted to become an animator but hasn’t gone to Sheridan College in Toronto or CalArts in Valencia. This is...
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The Interface of Domestic and International Factors in India’s Foreign Policy (Rethinking Globalizations)Routledge, 2021

	
		This book investigates the interplay of internal and external constraints, challenges and possibilities regarding foreign policy in India.

	
		It is the first attempt to systematically analyse and focus on the different actors and institutions in the domestic and international contexts who impose and push for various...
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Interface Oriented DesignPragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
Interface-Oriented Design explores how you can develop software with interfaces that interact with each other. We’ll look at techniques for breaking down solutions into these interacting interfaces and then for determining appropriate implementations for these interfaces to create well-structured...
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ShaderX2: Shader Programming Tips and Tricks with DirectX 9.0Wordware Publishing, 2003
After the tremendous success of Direct3D ShaderX: Vertex and Pixel Shader Tips
and Tricks, I planned to do another book with an entirely new set of innovative
ideas, techniques, and algorithms. The call for authors led to many proposals from
nearly 80 people who wanted to contribute to the book. Some of these proposals
featured...
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Cognitive Communication and Cooperative HetNet Coexistence: Selected Advances on Spectrum Sensing, Learning, and Security Approaches (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2014

	This book, written by experts from universities and major industrial research laboratories, is devoted to the very hot topic of cognitive radio and networking for cooperative coexistence of heterogeneous wireless networks. Selected highly relevant advanced research is presented on spectrum sensing and progress toward the realization of...
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